Porch

(PTC patent)

New product!

Enhanced versatility — without compromises!
Tentipi
●● has its roots in Swedish Lapland — the homeland
of the Sami kata
●● means passion and expertise in specifically
Nordic tipis
●● has 23 years of experience as the world leading
producer of Nordic tipis
●● has several patents and design rights for its
original, ingenious design

Porch key features
●● The versatility of the Tentipi® Nordic tipi is further enhanced with
functions that also suit more stationary campers.
●● Any rain water running from the tip of the tent is diverted from the
door opening.

The versatility of the Tentipi® Nordic tipis now becomes further enhanced, without
compromising on any of the safety aspects that our tents are so famous for.

●● cares so deeply about its products that it only
makes its Nordic tipis in its own fully-owned
factories

The porch gives a dry entry into the tent and provides a place for shoes and other items.

●● exposes every fifth tent to a full-scale rain test!

When the apse is completely opened, there is still a rain protected area under the porch
with a 180 degree view.

●● considers every Nordic tipi individually and gives
it a personal ID to make it possible to track the
contents and the specific design of each tent

A Tentipi® Nordic tipi has astonishing storm resistance due to its symmetrical shape and
heavy-duty construction. Therefore we have not made the porch an integrated part of the
tent but designed it to be easily attached and removed. This also makes it possible to
reduce the weight.

●● It is possible to open up the apse completely which offers a 180
degree view.
●● It can easily be removed without taking down the tent.

Porch connector (PCT patent)

COMFORT

7 cp

The porch connector is necessary for tent models without a porch
sleeve and makes it possible to attach the porch.

New feature 2012 …
… on 2012 Zirkon and Safir tent models.
A porch sleeve (PCT patent) will be standard on the 2012 Zirkon and
Safir Nordic tipis. The advantage is that a porch connector will not
be needed in order to attach a porch. It will look neater, be lighter
and make the attachment easier.
For the Onyx model and for all those customers who have already
bought a Moskoselkåta or a Tentipi® Nordic tipi, a porch connector
will be available.

Why people choose Tentipi®

Porch

●● It is an optional extra.

Use a porch connector for models
older than 2012.
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●● cares about its old customers by making a real
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Because they think it is worthwhile
investing extra money in order to
get a superior product.
Because they believe that Tentipi’s
sole focus and passion for Nordic
tipis give a better functioning and
more reliable Nordic tipi.

Tentipi® single-pole Nordic tipis

www.tentipi.com
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